UNE AGENCE DE VOYAGE SPÉCIALISTE
DE LA CORSE ET DE LA SARDaigne,
DEUX DESTINATIONS ÉTRORDINAIRES
ET MERVEILLEUSES POUR Y PASSER DES
VACANCES INOUBLIABLES !

NOUS AVONS SOUHAITÉ QUE L'ÉCRIVAIN DOROTHY
CARRINGTON, REFLETTÉ À TRAVERS NOS SÉJOURS NOTRE
PASSION DU VOYAGE ET DES BELLES EXPÉRIENCES
À VIVRE : QUALITÉ ET CHARME DES HÉBERGEMENTS,
DÉCOUVERTE DE L'HISTOIRE, DES TRADITIONS,
DÉTENTE AU COEUR DES PLUS BEAUX PAYSAGES
MÉDITERRANÉENS ET DES PLUS BELLES PLAGES,
RENCONTRES, ET ÉMOTIONS.

NOUS METTEN À VOTRE SERVICE NOTRE CONNAISSANCE
DES ÎLES AFIN DE VOUS AIDER À ORGANISER AU MEILLEUR
VOUS VACANCES, DU CONSEIL JUSQU'AU SUIVI DE VOTRE
RÉSERVATION.

NOUS SÉJOURS-FORFAITS INCLVENT CERTAINES PRESTATIONS :
HÔTELS, CHAMBRES D'HÔTES OU DES HÉBERGEMENTS
INÉDITS, LOCATION DE VOITURE, EXCURSIONS ET VISITES,
ACTIVITÉS...

C'EST DANS LE MEME ESPRIT QUE NOUS RÉPONDONS
À VOS ATTENTES EN VOUS CONFECTIONNANT DES
VACANCES SUR MESURE ÉGALEMENT VERS D'AUTRES
DESTINATIONS QUI NOUS TIENNENT PARTICULIÈREMENT À
COEUR !
The travel agency Miss Carrington is located in Ajaccio in Corsica (France). It is a local travel specialist for destinations in Corsica and Sardinia.

The two founders: Sabrina - Christelle

After several years of experience as tourism professionals, we decided to follow our passion and set up our own travel agency: Miss Carrington. We are passionate about discovering the most beautiful landscapes, places for you to relax and unwind, trips that inspire and will continue to be enriching and unforgettable.

Our holidays reflect our vision and personal approach to travel. Above all, our aim is to help you to explore these two islands beyond their magnificent coastlines and mountains and to understand how they are forever linked to their respective histories in the heart of the Mediterranean basin.

Dorothy Carrington, a British writer in Corsica

We have chosen the name Miss Carrington in honour of a lady who has been a long-standing inspiration to us. Dorothy Carrington (1910-2002 in Ajaccio) was an English writer and an intrepid explorer who discovered Corsica in the 1950s and introduced the island to a world-wide audience through her travel guides and other books.

“Blueness seems to flow down the mountains like a liquid, filling the rock clefts and gullies, seeping through the bands and patches of pine forest, pouring onto the plateau and coagulating in the shadows of the small chestnut trees dotted on its rolling surface — (a) harsh, mineral, puritanical heaven.”

Whether you are travelling alone, as a couple or as a family or small group, we will help you to organise your holiday from start to finish.

Our bespoke holidays include: booking of hotels, bed & breakfast or other accommodation, car hire, guides, excursions, trips and activities.

We provide a complete tailor-made package: road book, map, IGN traces, vouchers to insure the quality of service.
Discover the history of our islands through its most charming villages embellished by ornate churches, museums, castles, Roman remains, menhirs, local music, customs and traditions. Let yourself be spirited back in time on these fascinating islands.

Are you looking to experience a cultural and traditional event or music festival? Let us guide you…
We can offer private tour guiding for the duration of your holiday, day excursions or half day visits and scenic walks.

We offer wellness holidays for all those who are looking for the perfect relaxing break in a secluded location.
Are you looking for a charming or luxury rental in Corsica or Sardinia for your next holiday? An old stone house, a villa or a place full of charm and tradition, we have plenty of options for you to enjoy comfort and tranquillity in a lovely Mediterranean setting.
Our hiking trips and walking holidays in Corsica and Sardinia are perfect for occasional and the seasoned walkers looking for amazing scenery, heritage sites and traditional villages.

Our road trips or motorbike holidays offer the perfect opportunity to discover the real island spirit in all their natural beauty.
Imagine your romantic stay in an idyllic and rustic landscape - the ultimate place for real tranquility.

We offer family holidays:
As well as accommodation and car hire, we will organise activities and trips suitable for all the family.
The island of Corsica is a haven for local production which contributes to a rich culinary tableau. Wild elements from the maquis offer the most pleasant aromas for seasoning some of the best produce while providing a richness for plant and animal life – a biodiversity of great exception in the heart of the Mediterranean.

It is amidst this rustic and traditional backdrop that we uncover the wonders of corsican traditional music.
Sardinia enriched by a steep history of cooking tradition and local production of excellent wines.

Hand crafted goods stand out as a remarkable attribute of the island with a delicate balance of local knowledge and close proximity to true crafts of an artisanal nature.
“Man can not discover new oceans unless he has the courage to lose sight of the shore.”
- Andre Gide